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approad-es . _. A convergent spherical'shock wave Intensifies without bounds, as It 
the center. This was stated by Guderley Cl], L.D. Landau and Stanlulcovlch 
[2] using self-similar solutions of ordinary gas dyn&mlcs for wave focusing. 
However, In the corresponding physical phenomenon, the effect of heat trans- 
fer Is considerable ,,slnce the hikh temperatures Involved result ln radiant 
heat exchange. 

cm 

It Is of Interest to consider wave focusing, taking Into consideration 
the effect of radiant heat exchange, and In particular, to crarlfy whether 
In this case the energy accumulation also remains unbounded. 

For slmpllclty, we carry this out only for sufficiently strong shock for 
which the radiation Is everywhere In equilibrium with the medium, and the 
width of the precursor heatlnu zone Is larae In comnarlson with the radiation 
path, lncludl& the early stage when this width Is still small In comparison 
with the radius of the wave. 

Heat transfer blurs the wave front: In front of the compression shock 
there appears a zone of precursor heating In which gas motion al.ready occurs. 
The general properties of this phenomenon are described, for example, In the 
book by Zel'dovlch and Ralzer [ 33. 

Let us calculate the width of the precursor heating zone firstly for a 

plane stationary shock ; for this, we write the conservation equations for 

a shock advancing in a cold gas 

PU = P&7 p -I- PUB = paa 
PU (G+ .& $ 1 +pu+Q=q 

Here Q Is the heat flux, and the other symbols are conventional (In the 

coordinates chosen, the shock Is at rest). 

Let us consider the case In which the radiant energy plays a role only In 

heat transfer, but Its density (4/c)@ Is still small In comparison with 

WY - 1)s I.e. we shall use the equation of state of an Ideal gas p-(J?/v)pT, 
neglecting the radiation pressure. 

For radiant heat transfer 

Q = -+$(f oT4) 
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where c is the velocity of light, and 1 is the radiation path. 

If the latter Is given by Compton scattering, then 

(L = const) 

Thus, we have four equations, using which U, p, p and dT/dx may all 

be expressed through T . 

P/PO 

t 

_L-_-_-----a- Omitting the calculations, we give 

r+Vy-/ only the results for the quantltles p 

+sf ----i 
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Here T, Is the flnal temperature 

I behind the wave; 

Fig. 1 - B _ 256 (7 - 1)’ Lp’- 
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3 0 + IF’ poR’ (2) 

In the precursor heating zone, 7 varies from 0 to 1 , while p/p0 

Increases from 1 to the value t(y + 1) (as Is evident from (1)) and then, 

by a jump, reaches Its final value of (v + l)/(y - 1) (y d 3). Integrating 

(2) with respect to T from 0 to 1 , we find the complete width S of 

the heating zone In front of the compression shock 

1 

S = BJ, J= s 
(1 + vi - 8% (7 - 1) / (T + ila ) +dr 

o 27 / (r + 1) - 1 + l/z (1 + v’1 - 8% 0 - 1) / 0 f 1)‘) 

For y-1.4, 

J = 0.871, s = 1.73 40-a F 

A diagram of the spaclal distribution of p and T 

Is shown In Flg.1. 

In the heating zone 

Let us return to the convergent‘wave. As is evident from (3), the width 

of the heating zone Increases rapidly with Increase In D , I.e. as the wave 

approaches the center. The arrival of the heat wave at the center of the 

front Is a characteristic moment of stopping of further temperature rise, 

(3) 

and the temperature reached at that Instant will be of the order of the maxl- 

mum temperature of the entire process. 

In a convergent wave D=A / ra (a=().395 for r= 1.4), where A 

characterizes the strength of the shock (Its velocity at unit radius). 
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The characteristic dimension of the wave r,, is determined assuming that 

,? is of the orser of rO . Substituting the expression for D In (3) and 

setting S _ rO , we obtain a relation for rn , from which we get 

ro - ( Lp*aA5 l& 

POR' ) 

We determine the maximum temperature of the process. In a shock wave, 

T _ Da/R , I.e. In the convergent wave 

T _ pA= I Rr2= 

Substituting for r the value of rO , we get an expression for the 

maximum temperature 
Tmax = con&, (p,,a~R%=lA$l-aaL-aa a-~+&a 

In particular, for r = 1.4 (a = 0.395) 

T max 
= const pO0.265 RO.060 p-O.O6O A0472 (,34-0.265 

Here const denotes a dimensionless coefficient of the order of unity. 

It can only be found from the complete solu- 

tr tion of the problem of the wave focusing with 

heat conduction, which in principle can be 

done numerically. 

Thus, in the presence of heat transfer, 

the temperature attained Is finite, but with 

increasing wave strength (Increasing ~),this 

temperature can become arbitrarily high. In 

this sense, this temperature llmltation by 

heat transfer Is not a fundamental one, 
0 

(-- -5 A diagram of the appearance of the wave 

focusing In the present case Is given In Flg.2. 
Fig. 2 

The heat wave and the shock wave arrive suc- 

cessively at the center. Each of these near the center Is described by Its 

own self-similar solution (which we shall not consider), and a general self- 

similar solution for the entire process does not exist. 

We shall consider the qualitative behavior of the shock wave at the Center. 

In the focusing stage, the temperature Is constant, near the center it 

depends neither on r nor on t ; I.e. the wave is Isothermal. Its ampll- 

tude may tend to zero, to a finite limit, or to infinity (osclllatlons are 

excludedj. We shall show that the third possibility can be realized. 

Tending to zero Is excluded since It 1s well known that every weak shock 

before the center cannot weaken, but must Increase in strength according to 

Formula 
Ap CI r-l 

If the amplitude would tend to a flniellmit, then such a wave near the 

center would be described by a self-similar solution with COnStaIIt amplitude. 
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Substituting such solution Into the equations of mot&on, we shall see that 

the equations are not satisfied. Only the thir& case remains, l.e.unbomded 

Increase (the law of this Increase Is not established). Thus, heat trans- 

fer only changes the unbounded accumulation but does not eliminate It : 
Instead of finite density and Infinite temperature, we obtain finite temper- 

ature and infinite density. 

The author thanks 1u.P. Ralzer for valuable remarks. 
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